Stipends for Summer School
Explorative Analysis and Visualization of Large Information Spaces
24.09. - 28.09.2012, Gaschurn, Austria

Every year the Konstanz Research Training Group in Computer Science goes on a journey through scientific adventures in Europe’s nicest places. And we would like you to join us. We highly encourage female students to apply (special DFG funding). Here is what you can expect:

Tutorials / workshops / presentations planned:
• Tutorials on Explorative Analysis, Visual Analytics, Information Visualization
• Presentation of PhD projects from GK Konstanz University

Apply for participation:
• Learn about the state of the art in the mentioned topics.
• Find out how research in a PhD works.
• All costs will be covered. (travel, accommodation, scientific program)

You may apply if you fulfill one of the prerequisites:
• You are an advanced computer science student (master / diploma).
• You obtained a computer science degree not before October 2011.

Dates:
• Application details on our website.
• Applications are accepted until no places are left.

More information:
www.inf.uni-konstanz.de/gk/
gksekr@uni-konstanz.de